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Bilingual Children's Book English-Italianâ€œAm I small?â€• - Tamia is not sure and keeps asking

various animals that she meets on her journey. Eventually she finds the surprising answer... â€œIo

sono piccola?â€• â€“ Tamia non ne Ã¨ sicura e continua a chiederlo ai diversi animali che incontra

sulla sua strada. E alla fine, scopre la sorprendente rispostaâ€¦Reviews"immensely

enjoyable"â€”ForeWord Clarion Reviews"for children who enjoy lingering over pages full of magical

creatures and whimsical details [...] told in simple and engaging words and imaginative

pictures.â€•â€”Kirkus Reviews"a fantastic book that has enchanted me"â€” Customer Review"We are

in love with this book! [...] As an artist, I love love LOVE the art in this book, I think its not only

beautiful, but perfect for children. My son spent a lot of time just studying every colorful page. We

read it twice in the first sitting because he was so happy! He's not yet 1, so getting him to sit still for

story time is tough, and this book was such a hit he sat through it with nothing but a big smile and

lots of pointing to the stuff he liked on the pages. I highly recommend this book :) Get it get it get

it!""â€” Customer Review"Written in a very simple way but with a profound message for both adults

and kids."â€” Customer Review"I LOVED it. Lots of repetition to help 'lil ones get used to structure

and words! Many different words being used to help them improve their vocabulary (or pick the best

word!). Most importantly, it sends a good message about how being unique and different is good. I

STRONGLY suggest you check this book out!"â€”ESLCarissa.blogspot.com"readers will emerge

from this book feeling slightly more confident about themselvesâ€”whatever their size."â€”ForeWord

Clarion ReviewsImportant NoticeThis Kindle book is a children's picture book - please use a device

with a color display to read itThis Kindle book features magnification areas - please use the zoom

function of your device to magnify the book's text (usually activated by double-tap or double-click,

take a look at the help pages of your device or reading app for details)This Kindle book is designed

for large displays, e.g. tablets or computers - please use a device with a large display (free Kindle

reading apps and Kindle Cloud Reader are available for every major tablet and computer)Tags:
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I'm learning Italian like a child, using children's books. Why not? When I was a kid; that's how I

learned to read English.

This books is short with repetitive words and phrases. My son enjoys when I read this book to him

and he picked up the meaning of most of the words in the book. It has also given me some

confidence in reading Italian because I am somewhere between beginner and intermediate however

I am always concerned about my pronunciation. Overall a great book for kids or adults wanting to

work on reading or pronouncing practice.

There are sooooo many children's books in the household. It was nice to have something a bit

unique to send. I think the mommy, the little girl and the grandmother all enjoyed it. They sent a

Facebook picture of them reading together. ;-0

I'm new to Italy and trying to learn along with my two year old. This book is a great break from flash



cards and language apps. The art is excellent with tons of detail -- we find something new with each

reading.

This might be my 8 month old's favorite book! I speak Italian and I love reading her this simple story.

I think at this age she likes the repetition and silly voices, but later she'll probably be more interested

in the very cute and intricate illustrations. Giusto! Esatto!

Our daughter who we are raising bilingual LOVES this book! I love it for the repetitive vocabulary it

really helps build her comprehension as well as helping to build her understanding of size

comparison and size relationships.

Very fun and easy story to follow. Helps a lot for basic start into the language. I wanted something

like the kids books here to really see how words flow.

My three year old loves this book. Sentences in Italian first, followed by English. A cute story and

good teaching tool
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